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V & T Task Force Goals
Aligned with the Commission’s goal to chart a pathway for the future – need
for sustainable and efficient development, testing, financing and deployment
of vaccines and therapeutics through global cooperation and solidarity and
the rapid dissemination of accurate information and best practices.
Prepare and publish a series of statement and commentaries to:
• Advocate for global justice in access to safe and effective Covid-19 vaccines
and therapeutics
• Enable public health and public acceptance by:
• Promoting global cooperation
• Promoting exchange of information
• Ensuring sound policies to enable public health, and public acceptance
https://covid19commission.org/vaccines-therapeutics

https://covid19commission.org/commission-publications
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A CALL TO RE-EXAMINE GLOBAL GOVERNANCE STRUCTURES
AND THAT GLOBAL SUPPORT IS ESSENTIAL
ACCESS: skew of novel technologies with complex IP, manufacturing
supply and cold-chain requirements; low prospects for technology
transfer
DELIVERY: low participation in clinical research and no established
platforms for adult vaccine delivery – require research and
infrastructure strengthening, stronger regulatory &
pharmacovigilance and transparent, accountable, and unbiased
communication to build confidence
FINANCING: COVAX requires decisive action and financing for
vaccine purchasing and equitable access to COVID-19 vaccines; WB,
IMF and others need to lead financing needed for countries to
secure the non-COVAX vaccine purchases

https://www.thelancet.com/journals/lancet/article/PIIS0140-6736(21)00242-7/fulltext

OWS vaccines: national not global priority and security - USA
should further expand its role in COVID-19 Vaccine Global Access
and contribute funding and vaccines to the global effort
Vaccine supply to COVAX is imperative to fill global gap Countries with excess vaccines should consider their assignment
to COVID-19 Vaccine Global Access
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OWS opportunities: supported safety & efficacy trials and
prepared for large-scale manufacturing - COVAX should exploit
this model
OWS gaps:
• Lack of logistics, implementation, and follow-up of vaccinated
populations
• Lack of health systems and research strengthening
• Deficient communication compromising vaccination practice,
acceptance, misinformation and vaccine hesitancy
https://www.thelancet.com/journals/langlo/article/PIIS2214-109X(21)00140-6/fulltext

A brief “primer” to assist healthcare providers in correcting a
growing body of misinformation surrounding COVID-19 vaccines
•
•
•
•
•

Rushing Vaccines
Health freedom
“Genetically Modified Humans”
5 G, Implanting Microchips and thalidomide:
Fetal Abortions

A CALL TO ACTION
Government leaders need to prioritize evidence-driven
communication strategies in their COVID-19 vaccine programs
Healthcare providers need to maintain situational awareness,
respond to public concerns, and counter unfounded claims by
those seeking to undermine public confidence in vaccines.

Myth 1 Some vaccines are better than others
and worth waiting for.
Myth 2 Young people don't need it, especially if
they're healthy.
Myth 3 The vaccines were so rushed, we don't
know they're safe.
Myth 4 The vaccines have unsafe or unethical
ingredients.
Myth 5 The mRNA vaccines change your DNA.

https://www.thelancet.com/journals/eclinm/article/PIIS2589-5370(21)00060-2/fulltext
https://www.washingtonpost.com/outlook/five-myths/five-myths-about-coronavirus-vaccines/2021/03/19/0f186f8e-881f-11eb-82bc-e58213caa38e_story.html

Urgent Needs and Challenges (2021-2022 Priorities)
• Virus variants of concern will require further acceleration,
possibly new vaccines/boosters and likely >85% coverage
• Unrealistic portfolio of vaccines for global health;
vaccines are not suitable/available for LMICs
• Support manufacturers networks and encourage quality
assessment by sNRAs and WHO-PQ mechanisms
• Achieve ACT pillars funding; clarity for 2022
scenarios/plans; alignment with gaps dependent on bank
lending mechanisms
• Implement robust pharmacovigilance/surveillance
systems
• Discourage countries bilateral outbidding and bypass
sNRAs/WHO-PQ; restore global governance mechanisms
• Reject continued vaccine nationalism (US DPA, India
export embargo)
• Recognize and address aggressive antivaccine activities

Access & Affordability
Safety & Efficacy
Global Production & Quality
Allocation
Global Health Systems
Collaborative Vaccine Research
Combating Global Anti-Vaccine Activities

To achieve effective global and rapid COVID-19 vaccine and therapeutic security, justice and equity will
require a combination of short-term (2021-2022) and mid- to long-term actions
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